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The appellants were convicted of the murder of the captain of the boat

Beryl containing cargo of liquor intended to be illegally delivered

in the United States The appellants with two others set forth in

boat called Denman II and left for Sidney Island with the intention of

taking from the Beryl her cargo of liquor Accordiing to the story of

one of the appellants and an accomplice the Beryl was towed from

Sidney Island by the Denman II and the bow anchor having been

detached was sunk with the bodies of the captain and of his son which

had been fastened together by pair of handcuffs It had been proven

that Baker had bought yachtmans cap with white top and orna

mented profusely with gold braid in order to give himself the appear

ance of revenue officer and that this cap together with two revolvers
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arid handcuffs and flashlight had been brought by Baker on board the 1926

Denman The case against Baker as exhibited in the evidence on be-

half of the Crown was that in concert with the others he attacked the BAKLR

crew of the Beryl under the pretence that he and his associates were THE KING
officers of the law one of them being disguised in such way as to pre-

sent the appearance of revenue officer and the party being equipped
SowAsif

with and dispiaing such arms and implements as such officers might Tna icinu
be espected to use in dealing with the possessors of contraband cargo

of liquor Evidence was offered by the Crown in rebuttal of the

fact that Baker on one occasion recently and on another at

considerably earlier date had employed similar equipment and pre

cisely this ruse for the purpose of deceiving and disarming the opposi

tion of bootleggers while he took over their illegal possessions

Held that as bearing upon the issue thus raised as to design it was rele

vant to shew similar use of such implements by Baker on receeit

occasionwithin month and such evidence being given evidence

of the use of similar implements in similar way on an earlier occasion

several years jefore would he admissible as tending to establish

practice

Quaere whether the admission of auth evidence could be supported an the

ground that it tended to corroborate the evidence of the accomplices

Held also that the criticism against the trial judges charge to the jury
that he insufficiently warned the jury as to the risk of finding verdiiclt

against the accused on the uncorroborated testimony of an accomplice

_possessed little or no importance when considered in light of the

undisputed and indisputable facts proven or admitted by the accused

APPEALS from the judgments of the Court of Appeal

for British Columbia affirming the convictions of the

appellants of the crime of murder

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue

are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg

ment now reported

Sinclair K.C for the appellant Baker

Austin OConnor for the appellant Sowash

Ritchie K.C for the respondent

The judgment of the court was delivered by

DUFF J.When the undisputed and indisputable facts

are understood and the course of the trial is appreciated it

becomes evident that only two questions of any importance

are raised by these appeals The first concerns criticism

directed against the oharge of the learned trial judge and

the second concerns the admissibility of certain evidence

offered by the Crown in rebuttal Both these questions

must be considered in light of the evidence and the issues

to which it was directed Though the evidence is volum
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1926 inous the case is not complicated one and the essential

BAKER facts and the critical points in controversy at the trial can

THE ING
be easily grasped

In the summer and autumn of 1924 one Marinoff who
SOWASH

lived in Tacoma was engaged in running liquor from Brit

THE KiNG ish Columbia into the state of Washington One Willis

kept stock of liquor in boat-house near Barclay on

the west coast of Vancouver Island and Marinoff was

purchaser from him In the early days of September Mar
inoff purchased from Willis 350 cases so called of

Scotch whisky and gin and it was arranged that accord

ing to practice followed in the execution of previous

sales the liquor should be sent in the Beryl manned by

William Gillis and his son to an anchorage in cove at

Sidney Island which is an island situated little west of

the boundary line between Canada and the United States

running through Haro Strait there to be delivered to Mar
inoffs agents The Beryl with her cargo duly arrived

at the appointed place and about five or six oclock in the

evening on the 15th of September 110 cases out of this

cargo were delivered to Marinoff.s agents and reached his

hands in due course in the United States Marinoffs agents

left the Beryl anchored with one bow anchor weigh

ing from 100 to 150 pounds and much lighter one at

the stern with the intention of returning for the re

mainder of the cargo Two days later the Beryl was

discovered few miles from Sidney Island adrift The

bow anchor had disappeared her cargo was gone and the

craft presented unmistakable indications of sanguinary

struggle Neither of the Gillises has been seen or heard

of since and the appellants have been convicted of the

murderof the father

In the first week of September the appellants Baker

and Sowash together with Stromkins who was the prin

cipal witness for the Crown at the trial and one Charlie

Morris were in Victoria whither they had come from

Seattle and it is admitted by Baker and Sowash that

as Stromkins testifies they then had in view jointly an

expedition to the west coast of Vancouver Island with the

object of taking possession of liquor they hoped to find

cached in places said to have been disclosed to them as

likely places by the customs officiais and the provincial
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police of British Columbia The police had Baker insists 1D26

in his evidence assured them through one Majowski

detective from Seattle that such liquor having been illeg- THE KING

ally in the possession of persons who had hidden it and

having been hidden for illegal purposes anybody who
SOWASH

should find it might take it without violating the law of THE KING

British Columbia and get it into the United States if he Duff

could This comparatively harmless design was one at

least of the objects of the expedition They set forth in

boat owned by Stromkins called Dertman II and coasted

as far north as Port Renfrew but returned on the 12th or

13th to Esquimalt empty handed They remained in Vic

toria until the night of the 15th when they that is to say

Baker Sowash Charlie Morris and Stromkins started from

Cadboro Bay in the Denman II Baker says that from Cad
boro Bay they went direct to Anacortes in the state of

Washington and there parted company Stromkins and

Sowash say that on Bakers proposal or the proposal of

Baker and Morris they left for Sidney Island with the in

tention of taking from the Beryl whose anchorage was

well known her cargo of liquor that this purpose was

carried out that William Gillis and his son were killed in

the course of its execution that the liquor was cached in

various places some on the beach at Sidney Island some

on Gooch Island some on South Pender Island and some

on Moresby Island though as to this there is some dis

crepancy between the evidence of Stromkins and that of

Sowash
As regards this whole chapter of events to which Strom

kins and Sowash testifiedfrom the departure at ten

oclock on the evening of the 15th until the disposal of the

liquor was completedBaker advanced blank denial Not

only did he say that he was not there himself but that

Denman II and Stromkins and his passengers were all

elsewhereen voyage from Cacthoro Bay to Anacortes

that this part of the story of Stromkins and Sowash is pure

fabrication Two or three days after the 16th of Septem

ber when according to the story of Baker as well as that

of Sowash and Stromkins all had arrived at Anacortes and

Baker Sowash and Morris had separated from Stromkins

leaving him with his boat Baker admits that he with

Sowash and Morris made arrangements with one Clausen
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1926 of Seattle to go to the British Co1unbia islands and bring

whisky and gin cached there to the American side on the

THE
terms that Clausen was to receive for his services one-third

of the liquor recovered and that with Clausen he and

SOWASH Sowash set out on this expedition from Seattle on the 18th

THE KING or 19th They first went to Moresby Island and under the

rr direction of Baker discovered and took away with them

some twenty cases of whisky and gin containing 12 quart

bottles each which however they were obliged to throw

overboard under pressure of pursuit by an American

revenue cutter After this misadventure they entered Lake

Union where Clausens boat the Dolphin was allowed to

lie for about week when they Clausen Baker and

Sowash set forth again and this time they went to Sidney

Cove on the northeast side of Sidney island and under

the direction of Baker discovered on the beach above high

water mark lot of eighteen cases of Scotch whisky and

gin the exact quantity of such liquor which Stromkins

states was left above high water mark in this locality on

the night of the 15th out of the looted cargo of the Beryl

two lots of the same kind of liquor on Gooch Island

and another on South Pender Island All these various lots

were together brought to place on South Pender Island

and deposited there The liquor so collected was laterin

part with the assistance of Clausen in part with the assist

ance of one Smithintroduced into Washington state and

apparently was sold under the direction of Baker who con-

trolled the distribution of the proceeds and still held at

the time of the trial he declared $3200 for Stromkins as

his share It should be mentioned that the liquor which

constituted the cargo of the Beryl was done up in sacks

described by the witnesses as cases of 12 quart bottles

each of Scotch whisky or gin and it is undisputed that all

the whisky and gin recovered from the various places of

deposit visited under the direction Baker by Clausen

Baker and Sowash was in such sacks except where the

sacks had been ruptured by the action of the water

Before proceeding to notice the grounds of appeal some

additional facts as well as some passages in the evidence

which are not undisputed should be mentioned Accord

ing to the story of Strornkins and Sowash the Beryl

was towed from Sidney Island .to Halibut Island on the
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night of the 15th by Denman II and the bow anchor 1926

having been dtached was sunk with the bodies of the Gil-

uses father and son which had been fastened together by THE KNo

pair of handcuffs These handcuffs as well as flash- SOWASH

light which he used in boarding the Beryl had been in
THE KING

possession of Baker who also had with him on board the Duff

Denman II at least two revolvers with one of which he

shot the elder Gillis It was shewn that there was on the

16th wind prevailing in the vicinity of Halibut Island

of about 36 miles an hour and expert evidence was given

to the effect that the Beryl when sighted on the 17th

was approximately in position where having regard to

the weather and the tides she might be expected to be

found if left on the night of the 15th as in the testimony

was averred in the vicinity of Halibut Island with only

her stern anchor holding her Before leaving Seattle for

Victoria Baker bought yachtsmans cap with white top

and ornamented profusely with gold braid on the advice

as he said of Clausen who suggested that he might use it

in critical juncture to disarm suspicion by giving himself

the appearance of revenue officer Stromkins and Sowash

say that this cap together with the revolvers the hand
cuffs and the flashlight mentioned above were brought by

Baker on board the Denman II on the night of the 15th

Baker denies that he ever had in his possession handcuffs

or flashlight and he asserts that for many years before

the trial he had not carried revolver

The criticism directed against the learned trial judges

charge to the jurythat he insufficiently warned the jury

as to the risk of finding verdict against the accused on

the uncorroborated testimony of an accompliceis seen to

possess little or no importance when considered in light

of the facts The learned trial judge did explain in most

unexceptionable way that the evidence of an accomplice

must be weighed and examined with care and suspicion

and that although the jury might convict on such evidence

it would he dangerous to do so He did explicitly warn

the jury that Sowash must be treated as an accomplice

although he did fail to give in express terms the same warn

ing as to Stromkins passage in his charge in which he

says in so many words that Sowash corroborates Stromkins

obviously relates exclusively to the Crowns case against

129847
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1920 Sowash himself and directs attention to Sowashs own ad
BAK.ER missions The learned trial judge did not it is true ex

THE KING plain to the jury that corroboration in the relevant sense

means corroboration not only in respect of some fact tend
SowAsu

ing to shew that the crime was committed but also in re
THE KING

spect of some evidence implicating or tending to implicate

Duff the accused

Indeed there is perhaps reason to impute to the charge

some tendency to mislead in sense unfavourable to the

accused in this respect as well as in the explicit labelling

of Sowash as an accomplice as contrasted with the absence

of any such description of Stronins in so many words
and had the corroboration which the jury actually had

before them been either scanty or of questionable weight

it might have been necessary to consider the probable effect

of these features of the learned judges observations with

some care

But the learned trial judge would have done much less

than justice to the force of the uncontroverted factsfacts

established by the admissions of the appellants or by in-

dependent and unchallenged evidenceif he had led the

jury to believe that they were at liberty to regard the

evidence of Stromkins in its essential elements or of Sowash

in so far as it implicated Baker as destitute of corrobora

tion Considering the gravity of the crime corroboration

of real substance and weight was no doubt demanded but

it was produced in superfluity Sowashs case requires no

comment indeed as to this point is hardly susceptible

of useful comment As concerns Bakers case there was

one capital issue and one only for the jury to pass upon

As already intimated that issue was simply this Was the

narrative of Stromkins and Sowash dealing with the trip

of the Denman II to Sidney Island on the night of the 15th

and the a.ttack on the Beryl and the subsequent disposal

of the cargo fabrication from beginning to end or was

it not That is to say was Bakers story of the uneventful

crossing to Anacortes the true story If this issue were

found against Baker that would be the end of the contro

versy

First must be noticed the evidence of Clausen who

deposes to conversation with Baker in which Baker told

him the liquor they were collecting was the cargo of the
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Beryl which he and his associates had taken by force 1926

The killing was not admitted Bakers story being that the

Gillises had been marooned on one of the islands But this
THE Era

evidence of Clausen if believed was of course as touch-

mg the real issue raised by Bakers defenceas to the
SOWASH

attack on the Beryl from the Denmain Ilconclusive THE KING

against Baker Clauseri of course was deeply involved

with Baker by his association with him in the collection

and sale of the cargo after he became aware according to

his own account that he was dealing with goods procured

by acts of rdbbery and violence But however justly sus

picious one may be that we are not in possession of the

whole story of Clausens relations with Baker there is no

evidence in the juridical sense that Clausen was from the

beginning party to Bakers design Clausens loan to

Baker proves nothing and whatever might have been the

position if Baker had been charged with another offence

there is no ground for treating Clausen for our present pur

pose as an accomplice in the murder

Clausens statement is denied by Baker But Baker

confronted with the necessity of producing an alternative

explanation of his expeditions with Clausen and Sowash in

the Dolphin gives an explanation of which it is only neces

sary to say that in itself it is highly improbable one and

destitute of shred of support from independent sources

It is in the light of this improbable explanation of Bakers

that the corroborative cogency of the adiissions of Baker

and Sowash must be weighed and in light of it the facts

already mentioned the venture as originally conceived the

departure all the conspirators together on the night of

the 15th the concerted action of all but Stromkins in the

recovery of the liquor the situation of the caches indicat

ing that they had been selected under stress of emergency

Bakers knowledge of their situation all tend strongly to

confirm the conclusion that the coflection of the liquor

from these places was only one of the latest steps in execu

tion of design with which the party set out

Had Baker not been called as witness and had the facts

admitted in his own evidence been put in evidence through

the testimony of an independent witness could it have

been suggested either that Stromkins or Sowash was an
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1926 uncorroborated witness as against Baker or even that upon
that subject any question could possibly arise His own

THKfNG
admissions were conclusive in higher degree than the tes

timony of any other witness could be and his explana
SOWASH

tion given by himself cannot be said to weaken the case

THE KING against him There seems little room for doubt that the

Duff accused suffered no substantial wrong because the trial

judge did not more elaborateiy discuss the subject of cor

roboration with the jury So also in face of the admissions

of Baker and Sowash it seems idle to suggt prejudice

resulting either from the refusal to postpone the trial or

the admission of the memorandum of proposed evidence

which got into the hands of the jury

question remains however which requires careful ex

amination and that is the question affecting the admissi

bility of the evidence adduced in rebuttal of the witnesses

Johnaton and Marinoff It seems impossible to support

the admission of this evidence as going to credit alone the

rule is rudimentary that except in oertain well-known

classes of cases within which the present case does not fall

cross-examiner is bound to accept the answers of the wit

ness unless the testimony so given is in itself relevant to

one of the issues between the parties Subject at all

events to qualification which seems to be open to ques

tion Thompson The King namely that the ad

mission of the testimony in question could be supported

on the ground that it tended to corroborate the evidence of

Stromkins and Sowash the point to he considered is

whether this evidence was in the legal sense relevant to

any issue between the Crown and Baker The view taken

by some of the judges in the court below may perhaps be

put in this way The case against Baker as exhibited in

the evidence on behalf of the Crown was that in concert

with the others he attacked the crew of the Beryl under

the pretence that he and his associates were officers of the

law one of them being disguised in such way as to pre

sent the appearance of revenue officer and the party

being equipped with and displaying such arms and imple

ments as such officers might be expected to use in dealing

with the possessors of contraband cargo of liquor Evi

AC. 2Z1 at 233
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deuce therefore of the fact that Baker on occasion re

cently and on another at considerably eaIr date had BA
employed similar equipment and precisely

purpose of deceiving and disarming the oppositron öf bb%t-

leggers while he took over their illegal possessions was ad
SowAsH

missibie on the same principle as the possession the THE KING

ordinary implements of burglary would he admissible to

prove charge implicating the accused in burglary in

which such implements had been used

This seems at first sight to be open to some criticism It

may be said that the issue was not whether Baker was per

sonally implicated in an act of piracy involving murder

in which such implements and methods were employed or

in other words whether Baker was present and took part

in an attack on the Beryl from the Denman II the

issue of substance was Did any such attack take place at

all The evidence establishing that such methods were

employed establishes if accepted that the crime was com
mitted as Stromkins and Sowash say it was-and that

being established there could be as between the Crown

and Baker no substantial issue left This criticism appears

however when analyzed to go to the form in which the

view is expressed rather than to the substance of it It

can be stated in another form when as will appear the

criticism seems to miss the mark

The principle of law to be applied is hardly in doubt but

the most apt statement of it for the present purpose is

think to be found in the judgment of Lord Sumner in
which Lord Parker concurred in Thompsons Case

in these passages
No one douibts that it does not tend to prove man guilty par

ticular crime to show that he is the kind of man who would commit

crime or that he is generally disposed to crime and even to particular

crime but sometimes for one reason sometimes for another evidence is

adiniible notwithstanding that its general character is to show that the

accused had in him th.e makin of criminal for example in proving

guilty knowledge or intent or system or in rebutsing an appearance of

innocence which unexplained the facts might wear In cases of coining

uttering procuring abortion demanding by menaces false pretences and

sundry species of frauds ucb evidence is constantly and properly ad

mitted Before an issue can be said to be raised which would per

mit the introduction of such evidence so obviously prjudiicial to the

accused it must have been raised in substance if not in so many words

AC 21 at pp 232 233 23 and 236
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1926 and the issue so raised must be one to which the prejudicial evidence is

relevant The mere theory that plea of not guilty puts everything
BAKER

material in issue is not enough for this purpose The prosecution cannot

THE KING credit the accused with fancy defences in order to rebut them at the out-

set with some damning piece of prejudice No doubt it is paradoxical

SOWASH that man whose act is so nakedly wicked as to admit of no doubt about

hI
its character may be better off in regard to admissibility of evidence than

HE NO
man whose acts are at any rate capable of having decent face put

Duff upon them and that the accused can exclude evidence that would be

admissible and fatal if he ran two defences by prudently confining bim
self to one Still so it is

certainly do not think it could be held that as matter of course

even in the case of crimes of this class the articles found in mans pos
session not as parts of the transaction which is being enquired into but

at separate time and place could as such be put in evidence against

him merely because they were such as criminals possess or use and in

the absence of any circumstance in the crime tending to show specific

connection between it and the articles in question If man could be

convicted of particular burglary in which it was clear that no tools had

been used at all merely because at another place and timie burglars imple

plements were found on his premises it is difficult to see what limit could

be put to the admissibility of general evidence of bad character and the

fact that evidence of articles found on the premises of accused persons

is constantly given without much question though doubt not in the vast

majority of cases quite rightly is really only misleading unless at the same

time we ask the question what exactly does this purport to prove and by
what probative nexus does it seek to prove it All lawyers recog
nize as part of their professional premises that there is all the difference

in the world between evidence proving that the accused is bad man and

evidence proving that he is the man Laymen are apt to think that the

difference if any is in favour of admitting the former There must be

something to connect the circumstance tendered in evidence not only with

the nccused but with his participation in the àrime

Was there then an issue before the jury in respect of

which the impeached testimony was relevant in the sense

indicated in these passages in Lord Sumners judgment
think there was At very early stage the Crown point

edly raised the issue by eliciting from Stromkins evidence

indicating that the design with which Baker and his com
panions became associated was not limited to the com
paratively harmless one of picking up unguarded deposits

of liquor without resorting to violent measures but to take

such liquor whenever convenient opportunity arose and

if necessary to employ force and to facilitate success by the

stratagem said to have been actually put into effect Evi
dence was adduced of Bakers purchase of cap and as

already mentioned of his possession of revolvers and

flashlight and handcuffs and of significant remark by

him on sighting the Beryl at the mouth of Sooke Har
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bour It would have been competent to the Crown to call 1926

evidence of practice among criminals of Bakers class to

use such implements in the way suggested as tending to
ThE KING

shew that the possession of them was not accidental or

innocent The possession of the implements especially if
SowAsu

so supplemented would be evidence that the design of the THE KING

expeditions and of the whole venture on which they were

engaged was as the Crown contended It is within the

principle of the observations quoted and of the decision of

this Court in Brunet The King and of that of the

Court of Criminal Appeal in The King Armstrong

to hold that as bearing upon the issue thus raised as to

design it was relevant to shew similar use of such imple

ments by Baker on recent occasionwithin month and

such evidence being given it would appear that evidence

of the use of similar implements in similar way on an

earlier occasion several years before would be admissible

as tending to establish practice The existence of such

design would in itself be relevant on the cardinal issue

whether when the party left Cadboro Bay Baker having

these implements with him they left with the intention of

attacking the Beryl or crossing to Anacortes direct

An objection was raised concerning the admissibility of

passage in Stromkins evidence professing to report re

mark made by Morris to Stromkins on the Denman II

immediately after the killing of the Gillises which per

haps deserves word of notice Morris remark consisted

in the exclamation The cold-blooded murderers The

admissibility of this evidence does not in view of the cir

cumstances appear to be open to serious doubt The

learned trial judge was entitled to find for the purpose of

determining the question of admissibility that the crim

inal acts of Baker and Sowash to which Stromkins had tes

tified were within the scope of the objects of conspiracy

with which Morris was identified and identified so nar

rowly as to constitute him the alter ego of Baker and

Sowash in relation to the incidents of the crime and con

temporaneous comments upon them In point of law such

comment uttered in such circumstances by Morris was
as the learned trial judge was entitled for that purpose

57 Can S.C.R 83 K.B 555
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1926 to find the comment of the appellants Rex Brandreth

per Richards L.C.B

THE
The appeals should be dismissed

Appeal dismissed
SowAsK

THE %NG Solicitors for the appellant Baker Moresby OReilly

Lowe
DUff .1

Solicitor for the appellant Sowash Harvey

Solicitor for the respondent Carter

32 Row St at 857


